Your CATALYST to Quality Care
and Financial Performance Using
Information Technology

Are you wondering what to do with an aging information
system and your organization has a small appetite to
engage in IT strategic planning?
The target users for the IT Plan in a Box are hospital-based
IDN’s, that have an aging product not suited to the integrated
single platform model as their primary software. Recent
Attorney General dispositions on limiting acquisitions by
large health systems create a turning point where many of
these provider organizations are determining their paths as
independent organizations and/or seeking other affiliation
alternatives. These organizational strategies directly affect
the IT strategy and raise options, such as:
•
•
•

IT Plan
in a Box

Whether to upgrade your aging system to a newer version of your current vendor's product
Switch to another system and leverage the functionality of a different vendor
Explore other joint venture or service delivery models

STEP #1
Self-Survey

STEP #2
Review

HealthNET has developed an on-line survey
that covers the essential elements of IT
planning, including:

It’s like interpreting a radiology image. The
survey results are compiled and analyzed by
HealthNET’s IT strategic experts. We will interpret
and analyze the facts and input, and then:

•
•
•

Baseline IT facts
Organizational goals/objectives
Key stakeholder input for needs,
timing and priorities
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•
•
•

Summarize needs and priorities
Develop IT strategies and tactics
Relate these strategies to overall
business goals/objectives
(continued on reverse)

(continued)

STEP #4
Costing Model
We will take the current costs of the information
systems, and then prepare estimates of
alternative scenario and vendor costs in a 5year total cost of ownership manner. This will
provide vital information to determine feasibility
of alternate IT strategic paths.

STEP #3
Consultation
Once we review and interpret the facts
from Step 1 and Step 2, we will present and
discuss the findings with you and your IT
strategic planning committee. As part of the
consultation, we will also educate your IT
strategy committee on:
•
•

•

Findings and IT strategies related to
business goals and objectives
Alternative software product strategies.
This will include the major characteristics
and considerations for the mainstream
software vendors, such as MEDITECH 6.X,
Epic, Cerner, McKesson, etc. It is important
to understand the product timing, and
characteristics that drive costs and staffing
requirements.
Alternate delivery models that address
the differences and constraints between
a traditional in-house hosted model
versus ASP or hosted models by vendors
(e.g. Cerner Community Works) and other
providers (e.g. MEDITECH Parallon and
Epic Connect). It is important to understand
what is shared, such as medications, within
the ASP models.

STEP #5
IT Planning Document
We will compile an IT planning document
that can serve as reference for a detailed
IT strategic plan. Our deliverables will
include: survey results summary data and
MS Powerpoint discussion/presentation
materials on findings, priorities matching
goals/objectives, alternate IT strategic paths,
vendor product profiles, and service model
descriptions. The final meeting will provide a
summary discussion and presentation to the IT
planning committee.
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